Our autocomplete 3D sculpting system. With an authoring interface similar to common sculpting tools, our system detects potential repetitions and provides suggestions for which the users can accept, partially accept, or ignore. Shown here is an editing sequence with the number of cumulative manual and autocomplete strokes indicated below each stage, and in-between steps with some hints visualized in yellow colors, including overlapped/non-overlapped strokes for both surface and freeform types. Other functionalities include workflow clone and automatic camera view control. Please refer to the accompanying videos for recorded actions, including all edits, hints, and camera views.
Our autocomplete 3D sculpting system. With an authoring interface similar to common sculpting tools, our system detects potential repetitions and provides suggestions for which the users can accept, partially accept, or ignore. Shown here is an editing sequence with the number of cumulative manual and autocomplete strokes indicated below each stage, and in-between steps with some hints visualized in yellow colors, including overlapped/non-overlapped strokes for both surface and freeform types. Other functionalities include workflow clone and automatic camera view control. Please refer to the accompanying videos for recorded actions, including all edits, hints, and camera views.
Digital sculpting is a popular means to create 3D models but remains a challenging task. We propose a 3D sculpting system that assists users, especially novices, in freely creating models with reduced input labor and enhanced output quality. With an interactive sculpting interface, our system silently records and analyzes users' workflows including brush strokes and camera movements, and predicts what they might do in the future. Users can accept, partially accept, or ignore the suggestions and thus retain full control and individual style. They can also explicitly select and clone past workflows over output model regions. Our key idea is to consider how a model is authored via dynamic workflows in addition to what is shaped in static geometry. This allows our method for more accurate analysis of user intentions and more general synthesis of shape structures than prior workflow or geometry methods, such as large overlapping deformations. We evaluate our method via user feedbacks and authored models.
INTRODUCTION
Digital sculpting is a popular means to create 3D models with diverse styles and organic shapes. The authoring practices often involves repetitive applications of large, overlapping deformations interleaved with small, detailed strokes. Such cumulative process can demand significant expertise and efforts, and be particularly daunting for novice users. Significant research has been devoted to analyzing and synthesizing 3D geometry based on shapes [Chaudhuri and Koltun 2010; Funkhouser et al. 2004; Mitra et al. 2013; Takayama et al. 2011] or procedures [Emilien et al. 2015; Nishida et al. 2016] . These methods mainly focus on what the model is shaped instead of how it is authored, and thus cannot readily apply to iterative, dynamic sculpting of general shapes. The processes of how models are authored by users, termed workflows, contain rich information that can facilitate a variety of tasks such as visualization [Denning and Pellacini 2013; Denning et al. 2015] , view selection , and collaboration Salvati et al. 2015] . However, it remains unclear whether and how such workflows can help automate interactive sculpting of 3D models.
We propose a 3D sculpting system that assists users in creating organic models with reduced input workload and enhanced output quality. With a brushing interface similar to existing sculpting tools, our system analyzes what users have done in the past and predicts what they might do in the future. The predictions are visualized as suggestions over the output model without disrupting user practices. Users can choose to accept, partially accept, or ignore the suggestions, and thus maintain full control. They can also select prior workflows from the model and clone over other regions.
The rich information contained in the workflows allows our method to outperform prior methods based on only geometry, such as handling overlapping strokes, automating vertex locking, reapplying clones, and maintaining intermediate strokes relationships even after significant geometry deformations by later strokes. Similar to existing sculpting tools, our interface provides surface strokes for local details such as displacements and freeform strokes for large scale changes such as extrusions. Our system is intended for users with varying levels of expertise and models of different types without requiring pre-existing geometry database or procedural rules. In addition to sculpting strokes, our method also considers camera movements, which are often repetitive, predictable, and correlate well with the underlying shapes and brush strokes .
Inspired by recent works on predictive user interfaces that analyze repetitions and workflows to assist 2D drawings [Kazi et al. 2012; Xing et al. 2014] and animations [Xing et al. 2015] , our premise is that 3D sculpting often consists of repetitive user actions and shape structures, and thus both the input process and the output structure can be predictable.
However, there are several key differences between 2D sketching and 3D sculpting that prevent trivial extensions of prior methods [Xing et al. 2014 [Xing et al. , 2015 for our applications. 2D sketching operates on a simple 2D static planar canvas, the user strokes do not interact with one another, and remain there once placed. 3D sculpting dynamically deforms the base object shape, the later strokes can overlap and alter earlier ones including both visible/explicit mesh shapes and invisible/implicit stroke relationships, and similar input strokes can end up with dissimilar output structures due to intervening edits. To address these challenges, we synchronize all intermediate workflows with dynamic domain changes, and analyze how existing geometry shapes and dynamic workflows relate to one another to predict what the future workflows would be like, including both sculpting strokes and camera movements.
We conduct a pilot user study to show that our system can help users on both objective performance and subjective satisfaction for a variety of output models.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
• A method that combines dynamic workflows and static geometry to reduce input labor and enhance output quality for interactive 3D modeling; • An autocomplete user interface for 3D sculpting with features including hint, edit propagation, workflow clone, workflow lock, and camera control; • Algorithms that analyze and synthesize sculpting workflows over general 3D shapes while adapting to dynamically changing base geometry and surrounding contexts.
PREVIOUS WORK
Data-driven and procedural modeling. Creating models from scratch is challenging, but similar objects or parts often already exist. Analyzing existing model geometry for novel synthesis has been an active area of research [Funkhouser et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2017; Mitra et al. 2013 ] encompassing a variety of topics, such as suggestion [Chaudhuri and Koltun 2010] , repetition [Bokeloh et al. 2011] , symmetry [Mitra et al. 2006] , style [Lun et al. 2016] , fabrication [Schulz et al. 2014] , simulation [De Goes and James 2017] , and functional interaction [Hu et al. 2016] . Common model structures can also be abstracted into procedural rules for offline or interactive modeling [Ebert et al. 2002; Emilien et al. 2015; Nishida et al. 2016] .
The outputs of these methods are naturally limited by the scopes of the underlying data and procedures. Our method, in contrast, aims to assist users to explore and create models [Cohen-Or and Zhang 2016] in their individual styles and preferences.
Modeling interface. Popular modeling interfaces have been designed for mechanic models (e.g. AutoCAD) and organic shapes (e.g. ZBrush). Following the line of suggestive interfaces for 3D drawing and sketching [Fan et al. 2013; Igarashi and Hughes 2001; Tsang et al. 2004; Yue et al. 2017] , our system aims for a traditional sculpting interface with enhancement in analyzing, predicting, and suggesting workflows. Inspired by Teddy [Igarashi et al. 1999] , we design our system to be interactive and friendly to novice users.
Workflow-assisted authoring. Workflows [Nancel and Cockburn 2014] have been investigated for various authoring tasks in 2D image editing [Chen et al. 2011 [Chen et al. , 2016 , sketching [Xing et al. 2014] , and animation [Xing et al. 2015] , as well as in 3D modeling such as texturing [Suzuki et al. 2017] , visualization [Denning et al. 2011 [Denning et al. , 2015 , revision control [Denning and Pellacini 2013] , view selection , and collaboration [Salvati et al. 2015] . These workflows can be recorded during authoring, or inferred a posteriori [Fu et al. 2011; Hu et al. 2013; Tan et al. 2015] .
As reported in [Santoni et al. 2016] , even for complex objects, the workflows often consist of predictable brush choices and operations. Our method analyzes 3D sculpting workflows to autocomplete potential repetitions.
Our method is mainly inspired by prior 2D autocomplete methods for sketches and animations [Xing et al. 2014 [Xing et al. , 2015 . However, these 2D autocomplete methods cannot be directly extended for 3D sculpting due to several major differences in design and mechanisms:
• Strokes: All 2D sketching and animation strokes lay on a plane.
3D sculpting strokes can lay on the surface (e.g. small-scale details) or extend inward/outward towards the surrounding space (e.g. large-scale freeform deformations).
• Domains: The base domains for sketching and animations remain a static 2D plane. The base domains for 3D sculpting, which are the current shapes, coevolve with the editing strokes.
• Inputs and outputs: In 2D sketching, input strokes exactly form the output content thus repetitions are easier to identify. In contrast, the 3D sculpting stroke types (freeform or surface), behaviors (overlap or separate), and relationships (under different shape changes) are more complex and thus more difficult to analyze.
Therefore, despite conceptual similarity to 2D autocomplete, our system is the first to address the above challenges unique to 3D sculpting for autocompletes.
DESIGN GOALS
Among the four design principles suggested by Schneiderman [2007] for creative support tools, "provide rich history-keeping" and "design with low thresholds, high ceilings, and wide walls" are most relevant to our context of 3D sculpting. To follow these principles, a core problem of our work is the relationship between user workflows and final outputs. Our premise is that how users create the models can provide helpful cues to design flexible and friendly sculpting user interfaces. To better understand the validity of the premise, and collect insights for our work design, we observe sculpting processes, including multiple online videos/tutorials and onsite observations, of users with different levels of expertise, ranging from novices to professionals. The insights and discussions led us to the following design goals of our sculpting system. D 1 : Leverage common sculpting practices and preserve individual styles Based on our observations, users, either novices or professionals, tend to sculpt in a spatial and temporal coherent fashion. They like to focus on one local region at a time, showing a preference for short strokes. These observations are consistent with prior studies such as Santoni et al. 2016] .
On the other hand, sculpting also exhibits high degrees of freeform and personal styles. Our observations show that individual users have their own styles and preferences, including stroke size, length, direction, shape, and pressure. In a nutshell, 3D sculpting is a process of accumulating strokes, thus individual preference significantly influences final output style.
Our assisted system, therefore, should leverage general sculpting practices while preserving individual styles.
D 2 : Reduce workload from repetitive operations We observed that sculpting often contain repetitive stroke behaviors, either overlapped or independent ones, including larger scale base mesh formation and details additions, and the sculpting sessions often contain repetitive camera movements. Most users achieve these through manual operations. It is also common for users to repeat batch strokes from one region to other regions.
Some sculpting tools, such as ZBrush [Pixologic 2015] and Mudbox [Autodesk 2014 ], provide data-driven features like stamping and stenciling to place repetitive patterns. However, these might not be easy for non-experts to understand and control, compared to direct sculpting strokes. Users also need to find the intended patterns from existing data.
To reduce repetitive manual operations, our system should analyze user behaviors and intentions from their workflows.
D 3 : Provide fluid and intuitive user control Complex 3D user interface control/configuration is one of the major reasons that make 3D sculpting challenging for most users, which generally requires years of experience to master. However, there are an increasing number of users joining the sculpting community. We observed that most users will find it difficult to learn sculpting if starting from tools which provide powerful but complex features and controls.
Therefore, another design goal is to provide our new features under a familiar framework and friendly user interface.
USER INTERFACE
To satisfy the design goals in Section 3, the user interface (Figure 2 ) of our prototype sculpting system follows the brush model as in popular digital sculpting tools such as Blender [Blender Foundation 2016] , Sculptris [Pixologic 2011 ], Zbrush [Pixologic 2015 ], MeshMixer [Schmidt and Singh 2010] , etc. Our system supports surface strokes for local details, and freeform strokes for large scale deformations. Users can sculpt as usual while our system silently records and analyzes the sculpting workflows. All stroke operations can be combined with the main functions: hint, workflow clone, camera control, and other features such as workflow lock.
Hint
Our system automatically analyzes users' sculpting workflows on the fly and predicts what they might sculpt in the near future. These predictions are suggested as hints on our user interface. Different from 2D sketching, 3D sculpting has more diverse stroke effects depending on types (surface or freeform) and behaviors (independent or overlapped/connected). All combinations of hints (type × behavior) are supported by our system. Figure 3 shows an example where the user is sculpting independent detailed strokes on an object. As more strokes are added, our system automatically analyzes the past strokes and predicts what strokes the user might want to perform next, as shown in Figure 3b . The suggestions are shown transparently over the object surface. Users can ignore the hints and continue sculpting, accept all hints via a hot key (c), or partially select a subset of the independent hints (d) with a selection brush as shown in transparent blue.
Users can ignore the suggestions and continue sculpting as usual, accept all the suggestions via a hot key (Figure 3c ), or partially select the suggestions ( Figure 3d ). As a main difference from 2D sketching, sculptors often iterate over the same area [Santoni et al. 2016] , including multiple overlapped strokes for large deformation (Figure 4a ) or refinement (Figure 4d) , as well as connected ( Figure 4g ) strokes for long freeform feature formation. We also provide such hints as shown in Figure 4 . Users can customize the number of continuous overlapped repetitions to be accepted for faster feature creation, such as three in Figure 4 . The suggestions are continuously updated in real-time according to user inputs.
Our hint function can also propagate a single source edit to multiple targets with individual adaptation by considering the contextual relationships among surface or freeform strokes. It is similar to the "find and replace" features of modern IDEs and graphical illustrations [Kurlander and Bier 1988; Kurlander and Feiner 1992a,b] . Examples are shown in Figure 5 . Users can turn this feature on or off independent from local hints.
Workflow Clone
The clone tool is common among interactive content authoring systems. Prior methods mostly clone output content such as illustrations [Kazi et al. 2014 [Kazi et al. , 2012 , images [Pérez et al. 2003 ], textures [Sun et al. 2013 ], or geometry [Takayama et al. 2011] . The methods in [Xing et al. 2014] can clone intermediate sketch workflows. Our system allows users to clone sculpting workflows with more information and options than cloning static geometry, with clone effects that adapt better to the user intentions and geometry shapes. Via our brushing interface, users can select source and target regions, and parameters such as positions, sizes, and directions. Similar to prior For such overlapped surface hints and connected long freeform stroke hints, user can select the number of hints by pressing the number of continuous hints to be accepted. For example, users can achieve the effect in (c), (f), and (i) at one go with selected number of three. The accept hot key is the same as in Figure 3c .
clone tools [Kloskowski 2010 ], our system previews the clone outcomes for which users can accept or ignore. An example is shown in Figure 6 . Furthermore, our workflow clone can be applied to already cloned regions, which is difficult to achieve via geometry clone.
Camera Control
Camera control is an integral part of 3D content authoring such as drawing [Ortega and Vincent 2014] and sculpting , which can also be quite tedious and repetitive in addition to brush strokes. Fortunately, similar to sculpting operations, camera controls also tend to be predictable ].
We provide a basic camera control mode that automatically moves the viewpoints along with the suggested hints (Section 4.1). This choice is inspired by the observation in ] that users often view the target sculpting regions frontal-parallel, and thus more natural and less disorienting for users than other forms of camera control. Users can quickly press a hotkey to return to the original viewpoint. They can also turn this mode on or off depending on their preferences. One example is shown in Figure 7 . Occlusion. Occlusion handling is another major difference between 2D and 3D content authoring such as painting [Fu et al. 2010] . Our system considers geometry occlusion for sculpting strokes predictions and suggestions. As exemplified in Figure 8 , with suggestions predicted on the view-plane by [Xing et al. 2014 [Xing et al. , 2015 , even simple surface propagation may reside on the wrong part of the occluding geometry, as shown in the red strokes. Our system considers the underlying shape and propagates the predictions more accurately, as shown in the blue strokes.
Lock. Locking is an option under some digital sculpting tools (e.g. [Blender Foundation 2016] ) to keep some parts of the model fixed while users manipulating other parts. This feature, while useful, can be tedious and difficult for users, especially novices. In addition to future operations, our system can also predict what might need to be locked based on workflows, as exemplified in Figure 9b ; such scenarios can be challenging to analyze via geometry only. This locking mechanism can be applied to not only existing geometry as described above but also future geometry predicted by our system which cannot be manually locked, as shown in Figure 9c . Users can easily enable or disable the locking effects via a hot key and thus maintain full control. . Workflow lock. After a manual stroke in (a) under the symmetry mode, the user went on to place two more strokes in (b). The yellow parts indicate suggested hints. For comparison, the left side has no workflow lock; notice how earlier strokes can be unintentionally deformed by the later strokes. Our workflow lock can prevent this from happening for both existing geometry and accepted hints, as shown on the right side of (c). Note that the predicted strokes (yellow) are always correct, with or without workflow lock. However, when the user accepted the hints, they will play out in the workflow order as in manual strokes. Thus, without workflow lock, later hint strokes can still deform earlier hint strokes. 
contextual prediction for b o
METHOD
We describe our algorithms behind the autocomplete sculpting interface in Section 4. Notations are summarized in Table 1 for easy reference.
Representation
Stroke. Our system supports two main types of brush strokes as in common digital sculpting systems: surface strokes for small scale displacements (e.g. clay, crease, smooth, flatten), and freeform strokes for larger scale shape deformation (e.g. drag and grab).
Users sculpt via a tactile interface (e.g. pen/touch tablet) with different tool types and parameter settings. Each sculpting brush will determine the affected regions on the object surface to undergo various local transformations, including freeform upward/downward grabbing, coarse/fine dragging, and on-surface relief, engraving, crease, smoothing, flattening, etc. These main sculpting effects are supported by our system as shown in Figure 10 .
Unlike 2D sketching where input strokes directly form the final content with the underlying plane being static, 3D sculpting is a dynamic transformation process with the object shapes created via various operations with significant different effects. Sample. We represent each brush stroke b as a collection of point samples {s}. Each sample s is associated with a set of attributes u:
where p(s) is the 3D position of s, a(s) is a set of appearance parameters (such as size, type, and pressure) and geometry signatures (such as normal and curvature), t(s) indicates temporal parameters that include the global time stamp and a sample-id for the relative position within the stroke. As shown in Figure 11 , for a surface stroke b, its samples' positions p(b) = {p(s)} s ∈b all lay on the object surface; while for a freeform stroke, p(b) consists of two parts: the first sample is on the surface, and the rest (∥p(b)∥−1) samples are in 3D free space with movement directions controlled by the users.
Mesh. We adopt a mesh-based representation with two operators, sculpt c and mesh m, to support geometry and topology changes. A mesh M is represented by a set of elements including vertices, edges, and faces. Each sculpt operator c in Figure 10 applies specific geometry transformation to mesh elements, such as vertex positions, within a finite support defined by the brush radius, as in traditional sculpting brush pipeline [Calabrese et al. 2017] . A mesh operator m can change the underlying mesh resolution and topology by adding or removing mesh elements. The result of each brush stroke over M is the joint effect of c with m:
where ⊗ combines c and m to achieve Blender-Dyntopo-like or Sculptris-like adaptive tessellation effect [Hernandez 2011 ], as shown in Figure 12 .
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Measurement
A core component for our method is to measure similarity between 3D brush strokes based on their spatial-temporal neighborhoods. This similarity in turn enables our method to detect repetitions, suggest future edits, clone workflows, and auto-lock strokes. However, unlike [Xing et al. 2014 [Xing et al. , 2015 where the underlying domain is a fixed 2D plane (drawing canvas), our base domain is a 3D object under dynamic modification. Thus, all definitions of neighborhood and similarity must be conditioned on 3D object surfaces.
Neighborhood. We define the neighborhood n (s) of a sample s as the set of all samples within its spatial-temporal vicinity analogous to the spatial-temporal neighborhoods in . Each spatial neighborhood is oriented with respect to a local frame o associated with s. The temporal neighborhood is causal and contains only samples placed before s.
Brush strokes are composed of samples and can capture the highlevel relationships between one another. Thus we use brush strokes as the fundamental units for sculpting workflow analysis and synthesis. The neighborhood of a stroke b is defined as the union of its sample neighborhoods:
Similarity. For each neighborhood sample s ′ ∈ n(s), we define its differential with respect to s as:
wherep,â, andt represent the sample pair differentials in position p, appearance a, and temporal parameters t defined in Equation (1), and w p , w a , w t are the corresponding scalar weightings. We compute the sample position differentialsp(s ′ , s) via:
wherep(s)/p(s ′ ) is the local position of s/s ′ with frame o(s) as described in Section 5.3 and relates to the global p(s) via a coordinate transformation. From Equation (4), we define the differential between two strokes b ′ and b via their constituent samples:
where m is the matching sample computed via the Hungarian algorithm as in Xing et al. 2015] . From Equation (6), we can compute the distance between two stroke neighborhoods n(b o ) and n(b i ) as follows:
where the first term measures the distance between the two strokes b o and b i with respect to their central samples c o and c i :
and the second term computes the distances between their neighborhood strokes with respect to b o and b i . Thus, Equation (7) is computed in relative instead of absolute coordinates. The stroke pairs b ′ o and b ′ i are matched via the Hungarian algorithm as well.
Parameterization
Surface stroke parameterization. We extend the stroke parameterization method in [Schmidt 2013 ] for our surface strokes. Each surface stroke is parameterized by the surface normal as the z-direction and the stroke path as the y-direction measured by the geodesic arc-length t. The x-direction is measured by the geodesic distance d. We then apply the single-pass forward propagation [Schmidt 2013] to estimate the parametrization for any sample s within distance r of the stroke, as illustrated in Figure 13 . Freeform stroke parameterization. Unlike the surface strokes, freeform strokes do not adhere to the object surfaces. Thus the method in [Schmidt 2013 ] cannot directly apply. However, we can extend it into the freeform space as follows. We use the stroke path as the z-direction similar to the y-direction for the surface strokes, parameterized by arc-length. The cross-product of the z-direction and the camera look-at direction (non-parallel to z-direction for sculpting) for each stroke sample point forms the y-direction, and the x-direction is the cross product of y and z directions. This is illustrated in Figure 13 . Unlike surface stroke parameterization which is 2D, the freeform stroke parameterization is 3D:
Synthesis
In order to synthesize the predictions interactively, we extend the texture optimization methodology [Kwatra et al. 2005; Xing et al. 2014] with particular focus on speed and geometry. With I as the current sequences of strokes ordered by their time-stamps, we synthesize the next stroke b o by minimizing the following energy:
The first term identifies the existing b i with similar neighborhood to b o , as measured in Equation (7). The second term corresponds to the context constraint predictions u(b o ) calculated from our workflow analysis in Section 5.5. The last term denotes optional, applicantdependent specifications that can be supplied by the users. As summarized in Algorithm 1, to synthesize the next predicted stroke b o with good quality, our solver goes through three main steps: initialization in Section 5.4.1 provides a set of candidate stroke {b o,i }; then each b o ∈ {b o,i } goes through the search step in Section 5.4.2 and the assignment step in Section 5.4.3. The one which has the least energy in Equation (11) will be considered as most suitable and selected to be the predicted stroke.
To predict multiple instead of only one stroke as described above, similar to other suggestive systems like [Xing et al. 2014] , we can include predicted strokes into I for incremental continuous iterations. 
Each b o,i is computed depending on the brush stroke type − surface or freeform, due to their different parameterizations as described in Section 5.3. For surface strokes, Equation (12) is computed on the local surface parameterization. For freeform strokes, Equation (12) is computed by a two-step process: deciding the starting point on the surface, followed by the freeform space movement from the starting point. More specifically, each b ′ i provides relative sample position differential with its next stroke b i per its brush type as in Equation (5). Then within the local parameterization space of b ′ o , these relative differential will be transformed to compute initialized sample positions of b o,i . This is visualized in Figure 14 . 
o , and b ′ o via Equation (12). For example, the green stroke
We then improve each b o,i further via neighborhood optimization, as follows. For clarity, we use b o as the variable to optimize b o,i for each matching b ′ i of b ′ o , by minimizing the energy:
where κ (s i , s ′ i ) is a weighting parameter inspired by ] for Gaussian falloff with σ p set to 10:
5.4.2 Search. This step aims to minimize the first term in Equation (11). For each initialization b o ∈ {b o,i } obtained during the initialization step, within its local spatial-temporal window, we search for the matching strokes {b i } whose neighborhood are similar to n(b o ) by measuring the neighborhood similarity in Equation (7).
Similar to [Xing et al. 2014] , we perform temporal matching followed by spatial matching instead of matching with the whole temporal-spatial neighborhood to accelerate the searching process. In the first step, we conduct temporal matching to search the candidate strokes. Instead of selecting only one best match, for more robust optimization we search for multiple candidates {b t i } whose neighborhood dissimilarity |n(
2 , where b ′′ has the lowest dissimilarity value.
From this candidate set, similarly, we use spatial neighborhood for further filtering/matching to get the finalized {b i }.
5.4.3 Assignment. This step finds the optimal b * o ∈ {b o,i } that minimizes the energy in Equation (11), given the {b i } identified for each b o ∈ {b o,i } for the first term in the search step.
The second term in Equation (11) considers the prediction u(b o ) for the properties of b o after performing context analysis (Section 5.5) on the candidate strokes {b i } extracted in the search step. We utilize u(b o ) as an extra constraint for synthesis:
The last term, Θ, allows users to configure various parameter settings for various effects such as dots as in [Pixologic 2015 ]. This can be achieved by adding constraints c for various sample attributes:
Together, the search and assignment steps decide the next stroke b * o via minimizing Equation (11) with expansions in Equations (7), (15) and (16). Fig. 15 . Context analysis examples. Our system considers two kinds of contexts: explicit (top) and implicit (bottom) based on workflow and geometry. In (a), the strokes s 1 to s 4 are aligned to a common long stroke k 1 , which serves as a shared explicit context to help predict s 5 . Intuitively, s 5 relative to k 1 is the average of s 1 to s 4 relative to k 1 . In (b) there are multiple long context strokes from which s 3 can be predicted from u 3 and v 3 . (c) shows implicit geometry correspondences, such as the freeform extrusions p 1, 2, 3, 4 with similar geometry. This deduced implicit contexts are then used for prediction in (d), where w 3 may come from u 3 (similar pattern and context) but not v 3 (different pattern) or t 3 (different context).
Context Analysis
Sculpting is a process of strokes accumulation. Strokes with different types, lengths, directions can overlap and interact one another via explicit stroke-level or implicit geometry-level correlations. This is one major difference between 2D sketching and 3D sculpting. In our system, we consider these two kinds of contexts to help prediction, as illustrated in Figure 15 . For each predicted stroke b o , we perform contextual analysis on the set of strokes that are similar to b o . The strokes from these contexts provide the refined prediction u(b o ) for Equation (15) .
The explicit/implicit contexts are orthogonal to surface/freeform strokes, and thus all four combinations of explicit/implicit × surface/freeform are possible. The explicit contexts are long brush strokes while the implicit contexts are large geometry changes relative to nearby detailed strokes. Figures 15a and 15b, a 
Explicit context. As illustrated in
Note that b ′ i and b ′ o can be the same or different strokes as shown in Figures 15a and 15b .
We analyze the statistics for {û(b ′ i , b i )} based on the constituent matching samples pairs {û(s ′ i , s i )} (Equation (6)). Specifically, for each sample pair {û(
shown in the dash lines in Figures 15a and 15b . The sample differences are computed according to Equation (4). The average and standard deviation of {û(s ′ i , s i )}, {u(s ′ i , s i )} and {σ (s ′ i , s i )}, serve as the prediction and stability for the explicit context constraints in Equation (17).
Implicit context. In sculpting, users often form larger base regions via freeform strokes followed by detailed strokes [Denning et al. 2015] . Since similar base regions are often decorated with similar detailed strokes, we consider the geometry base of each detail stroke b o as its implicit context.
Within the temporal-spatial neighborhood of b o , the intersected geometry base of b o will be considered as implicit context only when the freeform stroke radius leading to that base geometry transformation is at least three times larger than the radius of b o . If no underlying large geometry changes are detected for b o , we skip this implicit context analysis step.
Once repeated large geometry changes are detected (often caused by repeated large freeform strokes), we extract the central sample from each affected region surface, as shown in Figure 15c . We use the central samples of the corresponding base regions as the origin of local parameterization [Schmidt et al. 2006] . For a b o , we find the matching strokes {b i } with the corresponding base regions, and use their constituent samples to compute the average and standard deviation, {u(s i )} and {σ (s i )}, which serve as the predictions and stability for the implicit constraint predictions in Equation (17). One example is shown in Figure 15d .
In theory [Schmidt et al. 2006 ] is an isotropic parameterization and thus can cause larger distortion than the anisotropic version in [Schmidt 2013 ]. In practice, we have found it sufficient as the distortion remains similar for repeated strokes even for elongated deformation such as Figure 5d .
There are existing geometry-based methods (such as [Maximo et al. 2011; Zelinka and Garland 2004] ) to detect similar regions, but we analyze workflows instead of geometry for better efficiency and adaptivity for dynamic model changes. For example, the method in [Maximo et al. 2011 ] is more suitable for static/finished mesh analysis, but not for real time sculpting with dramatic mesh modifications due to high computation cost.
Prediction. We obtain the contextual prediction u(b o ) by optimizing Equation (17), which combines the implicit and explicit constraints based on the std-weighted mean differences.
Deployment
Based on the common framework in Section 5.4, we now describe how to support various modes and options in our system.
Hint. The predicted and accepted strokes are rendered in light transparent yellow and blue colors for visualization.
With the context analysis in Section 5.5, we can propagate edits concurrently from one region to other similar regions. The propagations are rendered in the same way as ordinary hints.
Normalization. For workflow clone, we normalize the stroke parameterization to support source and target regions specified with different stroke lengths. Specifically, a sample s in a surface stroke will be normalized to be within
where T is the stroke arc length and r is the parameterization width range, as illustrated in Figure 13 . We also normalize the sample-id to fall within [0, 1], where 0 and 1 represent the starting and ending positions of stroke b.
Workflow lock. The footprint of a stroke may unintentionally influence nearby geometry. As exemplified in Figure 16 under symmetry mode, the current stroke can influence everything inside the yellow sphere. Thus, the geometry created by the prior stroke b A2 can be undesirably deformed by the next stroke stroke b B2 . This is another key difference from [Xing et al. 2014 [Xing et al. , 2015 where the synthesized sketching strokes are the final outputs.
While locking in common sculpting tools can address this issue, it requires manual user intervention. Automatically deducing which parts of the model to lock based on geometry alone can be challenging, as spatial information may not convey user intention. With workflows, our method can directly associate all brush strokes with A1 B1 A2 B2 unlock lock the model geometry, and decide what to lock based on workflow similarity as described in Section 5.2. Based on our experiments, we adopt a simple strategy to lock all past workflows with a spatialtemporal neighborhood of the current brush stroke, as shown in Figure 16 . This strategy works well when users sculpt in a spatiallytemporally coherent fashion, as they often do.
Camera control. As described in Santoni et al. 2016] , user brush strokes tend to correlate with camera movements and thus can facilitate viewpoint selection. Therefore, different from [Bae et al. 2008 [Bae et al. , 2009 ] which consider biomechanics constraints on sketching curves and view-planes, our camera movement prediction considers past strokes only. Our system stores all camera states, including positions and orientations, as part of the sculpting workflows. Thus, our method is able to predict camera movements in addition to sculpting strokes as described in Section 5.4. In our experiments we have found that excessive camera automation can be disorienting to users. We thus expose only the basic mode of piloting the camera viewpoint along with the predicted next brush strokes. Long freeform stroke. It is common to sculpt long freeform strokes for organic features such as limbs Figure 4i . However, instead of at one go, users often perform multiple connected or overlapped strokes for iterative refinement [Santoni et al. 2016] . When repetitions are detected for such long freeform features, we constrain the starting sample position of b o to the ending sample position of just completed stroke to ensure their connection (see Figure 17 ).
Neighborhood and search window. We set r dynamically to be 4× the stroke radius. The spatial-temporal neighborhood of a brush stroke includes its two previous temporal strokes and nearby spatial strokes overlapping its parameterization region (Figure 13 ). For the search step in Section 5.4.2, we search within a local temporalspatial window of 20 previous temporal strokes, and the same spatial neighborhood window as above.
Neighborhood acceleration. To improve quality and speed, we accelerate the neighborhood matching in Equation (7) by a twotiered sampling process for the brush strokes. Specifically, we first place three samples uniformly over each stroke to select the most similar candidate strokes, and continue with all samples to select the best matches from the candidates.
3D acceleration. Interaction speed for sculpting is a major concern compared to 2D applications and lowpolygonal 3D hard-surface modeling [Salvati et al. 2015] . With more strokes, the original base domain in sculpting will undergo significant mesh changes with increasing mesh elements via adaptive subdivisions. The created models as shown in Figures 1 and 19 contain around 360k faces faces on average, comparable with . To handle such high-resolution models unique in sculpting, we adopt the octree structure to support instant brush sphere and ray lookups, such structure ensures fast mesh updates, as mesh changes only needed to be made locally.
Hints number. For overlapped strokes, we set the predicted number of strokes to be 1, and users can customize the number of continuous overlapped strokes to be accepted as in Figure 4 . For nonoverlapped strokes, users can also customize the number of predictions;based on our experiments, setting the number of iterations to be within [3, 6] works well in practice. By default, we set the iteration number to be 3 for freeform predictions and 5 for surface predictions; users can accept the hints via selection brush as in Figure 3 .
To improve the hint visualization quality, instead of directly displaying the exact iteration number of hints, we optimize the hints visualization with extra filtering: (1) when context as in Section 5.5 is detected for last sculpted stroke b ′ o , we filter predicted strokes that are not constrained by contextual strokes; (2) when symmetry mode is enabled, we further filter predictions that cross the symmetry border.
Weights. For Equation (4), we set the position weighting w p to be 1. We set w a to be 1 if there is no Θ term in Equation (11), otherwise we set it to be 0.1 and 0.9 for the neighborhood and Θ terms. The w t includes global time stamp w t 1 and sample-id w t 2 . We set w t 2 to be 1, and w t 1 to be 100 for temporal neighborhood matching to enforce the same sculpting order, and 0 for spatial neighborhood matching. For Equation (17), we set ϵ to 10.
We have conducted a preliminary user study to evaluate the usability and efficacy of our assisted sculpting system. Setup. All tasks were conducted on a 13-in laptop with a Wacom tablet. The study contains three sessions: tutorial, open creation, and interview. The entire study took about one hour per participant.
Participants. Our participants include 2 experienced modelers and 6 novice users with different levels of modeling experiences, to help us gain insights during design iterations and gather feedbacks during evaluation.
Tutorial session. The tutorial session is designed to help participants familiarize with the sculpting interface and various functions of our system. The tasks consist of manipulating various sculpting parameters such as type, radius size, pressure, and direction; performing initial base shape formation via large-scale operations, adding details via different surface tools; and moving the user viewpoints via camera control. To accelerate the learning process, we play a recorded UI introduction video to participants, followed with more detailed introduction on how to use different functions via live demonstrations by the authors.
Target session. We have designed a target session to quantify the usability of our assisted system compared to traditional sculpting tools. Our collaborating artists created the initial input and reference output, and the participants started from the same initial input to reach the reference output. Each participant performed this task both with and without assisted functions. Details of this study and the results are reported in an earlier version of this work [Peng et al. 2017] . We have removed this study for this version and emphasized more on open-creation below, as our study participants commented that such closed-ended tasks might limit their creativity while opencreation tasks better simulate real-world sculpting and help fuller exploration of our system.
Open creation. The goal of this session is to observe participant behaviors and identity merits and issues of our systems. Since digital sculpting is a flexible art form to express various creativities, we do not enforce pre-defined requirements for this session. Participants are encouraged to explore various functions and perform open-ended sculpting using our system, with personalized and unconstrained degree of repetitions.
Interview. In the final session, we collect feedbacks from each participant on different aspects on our assisted interactive system, including individual functions, overall satisfaction, and open-ended feedbacks.
RESULTS
Subjective satisfaction. Figure 18 summarizes the subjective feedbacks about the individual features, easiness to use, and overall satisfaction. Overall, our prototype system has received positive opinions on satisfaction and easiness to use. Among various modes, hint, especially with context analysis, receives the highest rating; clone, lock, and propagation come next; camera control is considered least useful. More detailed study results are recorded in the supplementary materials.
Sample outputs. Figure 19 show sample outputs from our user study participants. Our assisted system can help them produce 3D models with good quality and diverse styles. The ratio of autocomplete to total number of edits depends on the detectable amounts of repetitions, ranging from 21% for Figure 19e to 54% for Figure 19q . Please refer to our supplementary videos for recorded actions.
Stroke patterns. Our method also supports other stroke patterns such as self-intersections and aggregates, as shown in Figure 20 . Even though in sculpting practice, such stroke patterns are less frequently used, we support such patterns inherently to help users sculpt some special patterns if needed.
Hierarchical editing. Many existing methods such as [Maximo et al. 2011; Zelinka and Garland 2004] can detect similar geometry. However, such type of approaches might not have sufficient speed for interactive suggestions and capability for dynamic changes. Our workflow-based method deals with key correspondences detection and geometry processing at the same time. An example is shown in Figure 21 .
Workflow clone versus geometry clone. As sculpting is an accumulative process, it is common for users to perform additive cloning over existing shapes of the target regions. Capability-wise, our workflow clone keeps track of dynamic geometry changes, and supports additive cloning, such as detail additions or overlapping strokes. These are difficult if not impossible for pure geometry-based methods such as [Takayama et al. 2011] , which assumes that the initial clone target geometry should be completely replaced by the copy source. Speed-wise, our interactions are in real-time while many pure geometry methods are unsuitable for instant interactions, e.g. the cost of re-stamping new source location in [Takayama et al. 2011 ] makes it difficult for continuous interactive sculpting. See Figure 22 for examples. 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We present an autocomplete 3D sculpting system that can reduce input labor and enhance output quality, especially for novices, and demonstrate that the addition of dynamic workflows can effectively augment static geometry for interactive model creation. The autocomplete prototype targets repetitive operations, and falls back to traditional sculpting for non-repetitive operations.
We propose an automatic camera control mode following workflow suggestions. This is a very basic mode and yet conservative enough to avoid user disorientation. Additional automatic camera controls are possible from the data and method perspectives, but warrant further user studies.
Our system can make aggressive predictions and let users decide whether or not to accept borderline hints, as exemplified in Figure 23 . Our predictions can be overly aggressive around areas with more geometry differences, such as the surface hints in (a) and the freeform hints in (b). Specificalaly, s 5 and f 2 are aggressively suggested over regions quite different from others (s 1, 2, 3, 4 and f 1 ) to let users decide whether or not to accept.
We plan to explore other geometry and topology features for more accurate correlation between workflow and geometry. To further improve prediction accuracy, instead of manually crafted algorithms, we plan to investigate machine learning approaches that analyze user feedbacks (whether they accept, partially accept, or ignore the suggestions) for continuous training our prediction models. Within the scope of this project we have focused on a single user within a single modeling session. The general ideas and specific methods can be extended to multiple users for crowdsourcing and tutorials as well as multiple sessions for individual stylization. A potential future work is to integrate multi-scale hierarchy structure in collaborative sculpting for autocomplete across multiple users.
Our current system supports only single-layer surface mesh sculpting. A future direction is to explore alternative representations such as multi-layers for stratified [Calabrese et al. 2017] and voxels for volumetric [Wang and Kaufman 1995] materials, whose additional complexity can benefit even more from autocompletes than single-layer surface sculpting.
We focus on 3D sculpting as it is a very popular and flexible form of model creation. Digital sculpting is mainly for creating organic shapes Denning et al. 2015] . We have applied our system for less organic, man-made objects as shown in Figures 19p to 19t , but the precision is less than hard-surface modeling tools such as AutoCAD. A future work is to extend autocomplete for other forms of 3D modeling, such as mechanical objects that require higher precisions in geometry, and VR brushing that operates more in 3D spaces than object surfaces.
